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1 Overview of Engineering Dimensions of Libre Services

2 Introduction

This is a placeholder document. This document is intended to provide a description the engineering and developmental models for Libre Services. For the moment the document consists only of section headings and brief placeholder text to indicate the intended content. We will provide complete information at some future time.

2.1 Audience

Engineering and development of Libre Services software is based on a collaborative work model. The primary audience for this document consists of engineering developers of Libre Services software. It is intended to provide the information necessary to facilitate collaborative engineering development.

3 FPF Development Resources

This section will provide a description of the engineering development resources maintained by the Free Protocols Foundation (FPF).

3.1 Libre Services Projects

The FPF has established a project-based model for collaborative participation in Libre Services. A description of this model and the currently defined projects are provided in the document titled Libre Services: Projects for Bootstrapping [1, LS-Projs]

4 Neda Development Resources

Neda Communications, Inc. also maintains various engineering development resources. These include the Libre Services Integration Platform (LSIP), BySource.org, and ByBinary.org.

4.1 Libre Services Integration Platform (LSIP)

LSIP is the basis for efficient services development, and a key component of the Libre Services model. It consists of a uniform set of tools, policies and conventions for integration of software into services. Developers can obtain LSIP by using the following cvs command:

`cvs -d ``:pserver:anoncvs@cvs.bysource.org:/rep1'' checkout -d osmt public/osmt`
4.2 BySource.org


4.3 ByBinary.org
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